How to Set XR Response Card to Presentation Mode

1. Press **MENU**
2. Highlight “**Presentation**” (Use the **YES** button for down and the **NO** button for up.)
3. Press **ENTER**
4. Your screen will display the following:
   - Presentation
   - Mode
   - Channel Number
5. You are now ready to begin answering questions in class. Note: Your screen may go blank after you set it to Presentation Mode. That is ok, just select your answer.
6. After pressing the button on the Response Card that corresponds to your answer choice, your screen should display your answer with a checkmark on the right side of the screen.
   a. If you receive a message stating “**Not accepting answers!**” - this means that polling was closed and you may have not answered the question. If you sent a successful answer before polling closed, then TurningPoint will accept the last successfully transmitted answer.